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Disclaimer 

    "The European Commission support for the production of this publication does not constitute an 

endorsement of the contents which reflects the views only of the authors, and the Commission cannot be held 

responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein."  
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Objective 

Istituto Einaudi Pareto from Palermo is the professional training school of one            
of the project partners. In this activity we want to know its surroundings: where it is                
located, important cities around, details of its history, traditions, gastronomy, etc. 
 
 

Exercise 1: Location 
Find information about where the Istituto Einaudi Pareto school is located: city            

and region. It places on a map the most important cities. 
 
It carries out a study on the academic training that takes place in this school. 
 
Analyze the means of transportation that allows access to this school,           

including nearby airports, trains, buses, trams, etc. 
 

 
 

Exercise 2: History 
Investigate the history of Palermo and Italy. 
 

Exercise 3: Gastronomy 
"We are what we eat" is a popular expression that is also closely linked to our                

health. Each site has its own recipes, its own dishes. How do our Italian partners               
feed? Explore its gastronomy, highlighting typical dishes. 
 

Exercise 4: Traditions and parties 
Let's get to know our Italy partner a little more. Do you know what your school                

calendar is? What parties celebrate? Investigate, focusing your study in Palermo and            
Italy. 
 

Exercise 5: Monuments 
Now it's time to find out what monuments, buildings, most important           

sculptures we can find in Palermo and Italy. 
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Exercise 6: Celebrities 
History is written by people, and this is recorded by the actions of their              

citizens. In this exercise we want to know the most popular characters in History,              
such as his main works,  Palermo and Italy, in different areas such as: 

● politics 
● art 
● literature 
● sciences 
● etc 

 
 

Exercise 7: basic vocabulary and expressions 
Create a glossary of common basic vocabulary and expressions in Italian,           

Spanish and English. 
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Work methodology 

Collaborative teamwork. 

 

Documentation and exhibition 

1. Only delivery for each group. 

2. The documentation format is a video tutorial. It must follows the guide for             

video tutorials. 

3. These videotutoriales will be uploaded to the IT Department account on           

YouTube. 

4. Students who have been selected for mobility must submit the documentation           

in English. 

5. All the groups will do a presentation of the activity in class. 

 

 

Mark 

This activity is part of the Erasmus + project "Cloud Computing in the             

European schools". All students must complete it. An increase of up to 1 point will be                

applied in the final mark of the professional module where it is given, provided that               

the grade obtained in the evaluation of the associated learning results is equal to or               

greater than 5. 
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https://docs.google.com/document/d/1WV89OADdWK86i5uplX4zYoLHmDxdDgc-HiDkf1QdzN4/edit

